internet crime archives mayhem net - serial killer hit list part 1 the crime archives catalogues its serial killers by their number of proven hits some killers are suspected of much higher body counts, great smog of london wikipedia - the great smog of london or great smog of 1952 was a severe air pollution event that affected the british capital of london in early december 1952 a period of cold weather combined with an anticyclone and windless conditions collected airborne pollutants mostly arising from the use of coal to form a thick layer of smog over the city it lasted from friday 5 december to tuesday 9, hammersmith nude murders wikipedia - the hammersmith nude murders were a series of murders in london england in 1964 and 1965 the victims all prostitutes were found undressed in or near the river thames leading the press to nickname the killer jack the stripper a reference to jack the ripper two earlier murders committed in 1959 and 1963 have also been linked by some investigators to the same perpetrator, trophies of serial killer ivan milat daily mail online - trophies of a serial killer new photographs from inside ivan milat s house as australia s most notorious murderer marks 20 years in prison new pictures inside australia s worst serial killer ivan milat s house, list of newspapers the new order wolfenstein wiki - the following is a list of all the newspaper clippings that appear in wolfenstein the new order contents show bomb raid on berlin berlin march 17 1943 an raf bomb raid damaged multiple residential quarters in central berlin last night the raid caused large fires with some witnesses, london tube driver stops in west london to wave green - this is the touching moment a london underground driver stopped his train to pay tribute to a friend he lost in the grenfell fire a year after the tragedy, the london dungeon free entry with the london explorer pass - prepare to be thrilled and enthralled at the london dungeon one of london s most popular attractions included as a choice with your london explorer pass, 15 fast facts about the london tube mental floss - i spend probably 40 minutes a day crammed cheek to sweaty jowl with other london commuters some of them drunks farters and shovers in a swiftly moving cylinder hundreds of feet underground it s usually hot and despite the fact that we are tetrised in there all of us are trying desperately, jack the ripper tour the original london terror walk - discovery tours present what is widely acknowledged the best jack the ripper tour in london book jack the ripper tours for friends and family today, technology and science news abc news - get the latest science news and technology news read tech reviews and more at abc news, hospitals derelict london photography social history - derelict and lost hospitals and medical centres in london, exit game details exit games uk - call them exit games escape games escape rooms locked room games or something else but get together with a team of your friends solve the clues and get out of the room within the time limit this page lists open centres only which you can see listed on a map, 8 underground rivers mental floss - rivers run underground all over the world these occur naturally in cave systems and have been known since antiquity as evidenced in legendary myths of underground waterways such as the river styx which forms the boundary between earth and hades but this is about subterranean rivers that were, buffy the vampire slayer wikiquote - buffy the vampire slayer 1997 2003 created by joss whedon is a television series about buffy summers a teenage girl chosen by fate to battle against vampires demons and other supernatural foes she is often aided by her watcher and her loyal circle of misfit friends the first five seasons of the series aired on the wb after a network change the final two seasons aired on upn, bible john killer may be unmasked after 30 years telegraph - bible john the notorious serial killer whose identity has baffled police for more than three decades may at last be unmasked, browse by author l project gutenberg - 33000 free ebooks online did you know that you can help us produce ebooks by proof reading just one page a day go to distributed proofreaders